
Output:
Client specific issue and mitigation review by functional area
Customer read-out session with findings, recommendations and priorities
High level estimates
Sequenced execution road-map

R&R - Multiple Modules (Up to 6)
Our pricing model allows you to choose an assessment of up to any 6 of Workday’s modules. 
A detailed intake session will focus on current pain points and future strategies and priorities 
for each team followed by an in-depth review of the tenant by functional area. The findings are 
presented at a customer read-out session with recommendations, tenant review, high level 
estimates, priorities, and a sequenced road-map to execution. If we find a quick fix, with your 
permission we’ll fix it on the fly for free.

R&R - Single Module
Single Module Reviews offer the same detailed review of a single Workday Module and are 
offered for delivery for any Workday HCM or Finance Module, your reporting landscape, or 
security by our certified, experienced consulting teams.
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Whether Workday is not functioning in the most efficient way for your changing business or you simply want to explore
opportunities to optimize current configuration, Intecrowd’s Review & Recommend provides a detailed assessment

of your tenant, producing actionable recommendations specific to your organization.

Review & Recommend

Reasons for a Review & Recommend
Time has passed since your Workday deployment and you are not caught up with all the new features and functionality.
You are newly live and have a list of items your team didn’t have time to fit into the project timeline.
Certain processes are not functioning as anticipated in design and you need to review them.
You have Grown Globally.
You are interested in how your Workday configuration differs from competitors in your business vertical.

What are my options?

What is included?

What You Will Receive

Actionable Findings
(Client Specific)

Short, Medium, and Long Term
Improvements, prioritized to fit
your business needs, alleviate
pain points and reduce
inefficiencies.

Recommendations
(Specific to Your Tenant)

Prioritized, Estimated,
Sequenced and presented in
a road-map designed to give
you a plan to move forward.

Other Benefits
Understanding Underutilized
Features

Discovering Opportunities to
Uptake New Functionality

Reviewing Overall Industry &
Vertical Best Practices

Maximizing the return on your
Workday investment

1.5-2 Hr Call with client business subject matter experts by module to discuss current system pain points

Consultant in-depth review of client tenant by functional area


